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‘Wellness’ is in fashion. 

Daily, invitations appear for yet another 
conference, somewhere round the world, 
focussed on ‘wellness’. There is apparently a 
global shortage of ‘positivity’, and we need 
to be taught how to to achieve inner peace 
and emotional security. There is now a huge 
industry entirely devoted to saving ourselves 
from not enough focus on ‘wellness’.

I am presuming that ‘wellness’ is the opposite 
to ‘illness’, but within reason being ill is not all 
bad. An occasional tussle with minor infection 
exercises our immune system, and trying to live 
a life which avoids all possible sources of physical 
ailment is futile and not even wise. When we 

were children, at the first sign of Chicken Pox 
parents would organise parties - the sooner a 
child caught and fought off that infection the 
better; in adults, it is a very different matter.

The ‘wellness’ culture focuses on mental 
health and wellbeing. How much exercise 
should our mental immune system have? How 
wise it is to avoid every stressful situation, 
every challenge to our current happiness, 
everything which we don’t find comfortable 
and easy? In the same way as minor infections 
need a strong physical immune system, so our 
mental health needs some exercise too. We call 
it resilience. Depression is a clinical condition; 
not feeling particularly upbeat at any stage is 
normal. The sooner our young people learn to 
manage their own emotional reactions, the 
better. They shouldn’t need to be taught how 
to do it through structured ‘wellness’ teaching 
- they could instead read some of the millions 
of words written by religious leaders, spiritual 
guides, sensible psychiatrists, philosophers 
and sages throughout the ages, who all come 
to the same conclusion. Happiness (‘wellness’ 
if we must) only comes when people stop 
thinking about themselves, and concentrate 
on their relationships with others.

Unfortunately, we live in an age where normal 
relationship formation is being scrambled 
by social media. If there is a challenge to 
normally achieved ‘wellness’ it is the false 
basis of relationships based on shallow and 
fragile digital behaviour. As with other learned 

behaviour, parents have a key role. Parents 
MUST have access to the full content of their 
children’s devices - no child under 16 should 
have access to social media or internet sites 
which parents cannot observe, and to neglect 
this obvious responsibility is dangerous in the 
extreme. Parents would be unlikely to allow 
undesirable people, or material, into their 
home, and yet may be doing so routinely 
through their child’s handphone. If, in the 
unlikely case that you do not have access to 
your child’s handphone, you must. 

This week, alarm has been raised about an app 
called “Blue Whale Challenge”. Apparently 
originating in Russia, after downloading the 
app (which infects the device and can not be 
removed) a series of self harming challenges 
are presented over 50 days, culminating 
with suicide. As described, it is sick beyond 
measure and apparently seeks to identify 
vulnerable and disturbed teenagers. This is 
just one example of how mentally ‘resilient’ 
our young people need to be, and that process 
starts as soon as they are old enough to have 
independent thought, not in some course of 
instruction in high school.

In the last holiday I was able to secure the last 
two appointments to POWIIS for September, 
and I am both delighted and encouraged by the 
calibre of staff we are attracting to the school; 
I choose deliberately casual locations to chat 
to potential colleagues (the last in a London 
Starbucks) because it is 
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easier to get a feeling for how strong is 
their commitment not only to teaching 
young people, but also to modelling for 
them mature, responsible and caring adult 
behaviour. I don’t want ‘wellness’ zealots; 
I want complete and balanced individuals, 
who value and respect youngsters and 
want to share in their lives.

It appears others feel the same. Our very 
busy Open Day last weekend had hosted 
tours by volunteer boarders; when I asked 
them later what were the most common 
questions, by some margin they were 
about teachers and their relationships 
with students. And so they should be. 

The boarders celebrated the end of Term 2 
with a delicious dinner at the Golden Sands 
Resort, and plenty of good conversation. 
They ended the evening with a few games 
of beach volleyball – just the perfect start 
to the holidays!  

Boarders’ 
End of Term 
Celebration
Mrs Khalifah Bennett

This summer, POWIIS will be hosting its first 
summer camp in conjunction with a United 
Kingdom Premiership football partnership in 
Stoke City. The camp will take place during the 
first two weeks of the holidays and will mostly 
be residential, utilising the boarding houses 
and catering services. There will be 6 hours 

of coaching a day by top level premiership 
coaches, with fun activities in the evening. If 
you are interested, please send an email to Mr 
Streat at lds@powiis.edu.my. If you want your 
child to attend but do not want them to stay 
over, please let Mr. Streat know via email. We 
look forward to hearing from you.  

Summer Football Camp
Mr Liam Streat

The next Parent Teacher Committee meeting will be held this Saturday, on the 20th of 
May at 10am in the Recital Room. 

PTC Meeting
PTC



Students and staff enjoyed watching the House teams compete at the annual swimming gala 
before Easter and there were some fantastic team and individual performances with some very 
close races this year. Thank you to all the staff who helped in the running of the event and well 
done to all the competitors - we hope to see even more of you involved at next year’s event! 

JUNIORS:
From 1st to 6th place

JUNIORS PTS

Somerset 58

Glamorgan 49

Durham 45

Kent 38

Cornwall 36

Rutland 22
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On Saturday evening, staff and parents 
celebrated the year 13 students’ final 
days at Suffolk House before they 
started their final examinations.

The prefects did a fine job of planning 
and coordinating the evening and they 
even managed to surprise the teachers 
as they finished the evening’s speeches 
with ‘academic reports’ for all who 
tutored and taught the students. There 
were lots of good cheer with a few tears 
to match!

Good luck to all the sixth formers 
taking their examinations over the next 
few weeks. A reminder to all Year 13s 
expecting results in the summer – the 
results will be released on the 10th, 17th, 
and 21st August. Also, Mr Green and I will 
be here during the summer if there are 
any questions, queries, or surprises! 
(photos continued on pg4)

Year 13 
Farewell 
Event
Miss Adele Bowden

Congratulations to the U16 girls’ netball 
team who won the PSAC tournament, 
beating all the participating Under-16 and 
Under-18 teams from other schools on 
the island. As the Principal has mentioned 
before – “Sports is all about participation 
– but when we are the best, I like it!” 

U16 Girls’ 
Netball
Miss Paula Sunderland

Swimming Gala
Miss Paula Sunderland

As the opening night draws closer, the 
enthusiasm and energy has noticeably 
spiked during rehearsals! The students can 
be seen tirelessly going over their lines, and 
acting out their parts. This year’s production, 
Bugsy Malone, is scheduled to open on the 
7th of July 2017 at 7pm whilst the 8th of July 
show starts at 3pm. Both dates will be open 
for the public to watch and enjoy, with the 
tickets going on sale shortly. 

Bugsy Malone Rehearsals
Miss Thanya Sidhu

SENIORS:
From 1st to 6th place

SENIORS PTS

Durham 66

Kent 55

Somerset 43

Rutland 37

Cornwall 28

Glamorgan 27

COMBINED
Overall Winners:

OVERALL PTS

Durham 111

Somerset 101

Kent 93

Glamorgan 76

Cornwall 64

Rutland 59
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Year 13 Farewell Event (Photos)
Miss Adele Bowden



On Wednesday, the students crowded the 
auditorium to see a performance of Macbeth 
by the Shakespeare Demystified Theatre 
Company. Macbeth is one of Shakespeare’s 
most popular plays and has even become a 
theatre superstition.

The play is set in Scotland and begins at the 
end of a violent war where we are introduced 
to Macbeth - Thane of Glamis - who is a valiant 
war hero respected by the people. On his way 
back from the war, Macbeth and his comrade 
Banquo stumble upon three witches who tell 
them three prophecies. The first prophecy 
comes true as soon as they return from the 
battlefield and Macbeth soon realises that the 
witches speak true and is tempted to murder 
his way to the throne of Scotland, with his 
wife’s malevolent influence. This is a story of 
a tragic hero who battles with his conscience; 
will it be overpowered by ambition and greed?

This performance used a Brechtian technique 
called alienation, where the audience is aware 
that these are actors playing characters.
This divergence from the traditional way of 
performing Shakespeare was a fresh take on 
the production. The acting was convincing 
and the actors were consistent in their 
characterisation. Though the actors played 
multiple roles, they effectively used several 

techniques, which were not confined to only 
costumes and props but also, vocalisation 
and body language to clearly show when 
they played new characters. Even when 
not in the scene, the actors stayed in 
character. One of my favourite moments in 
this production of Macbeth was the scene 
where he sees Banquo’s ghost at the banquet 
and is hysterical, afraid, and almost driven 
insane. These emotions were prominent in 
the actor’s body language, facial expressions, 
and quivering voice. It really was convincing 
and left me on the edge of my seat. I also 
enjoyed the slow, awkward movements of the 
Weird Sisters which made them bone-chilling 
and creepy. Furthermore, an element of the 
show that I thought was very creative was the 
transition between scenes, whenever the sets 
needed to be changed; I thought it was clever 
that, instead of trying to hide set changes, the 
company made them part of the show using 
rhythmic movements accompanied by drums. 
This production had added narrative scenes 
to ‘demystify’ the show for schools. These 
scenes provided more context and insight into 
the story and made the show easier to follow.

In addition to the wonderful acting, the set 
was simple yet effective. All the costumes and 
props were at the back of the stage, visible 
to the audience. Only five chairs were used 

as props and placed strategically to match 
the setting’s needs. The actors wore black 
clothing and used different coloured scarfs to 
symbolise a new costume or new character.
The attention to detail in this simple choice 
of costume was impressive; different colours 
representing certain elements of a character.
For example, Lady Macbeth wore a red scarf 
symbolising temptation and seduction. The 
lighting stayed the same throughout the 
production as part of the Brechtian style of 
the play. This production used live sound 
effects made using metal cans, drums, and 
a singing bowl and various other percussion 
instruments. Rhythmic patterns had clearly 
been considered and used to further control 
the atmosphere of the scene.

My overall take on the show was that it was 
a captivating and intriguing performance. I 
personally enjoyed their Brechtian treatment 
of this Shakespeare classic. It was fun to 
see Macbeth ‘demystified’ and shown in a 
different way to the way I had first studied 
it. I highly recommend this production for 
those who may be a little intimidated by 
Shakespeare; Shakespeare Demystified makes 
the play, and its rather complex language, so 
easy to follow ensuring the best Shakespeare 
experience possible. 4.9 stars (There’s always 
room for improvement!) 
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Macbeth by the Shakespeare 
Demystified Theatre Company 
A Review by Hannah Rose Lee (Year 10)
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Several of our young musicians had an opportunity to have a piano masterclass with the 
Vice Dean of Music, Dr Lim Hung Choong from the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts. The 
students gained valuable insights into some of the finer points of piano performance. 
Every participating student was required to ask questions, and give comments based on 
their observations to help them be more critical in their learning. 

The Science Department had a surprise for 
the students at the first assembly in the 
form of a special musical item in honour 
of our departing Year 11s. The teachers 
dressed up in their lab coats and delivered a 
rousing performance! 

Piano Masterclass
Mr Victor Kam

Science 
Department 
Performance 
Miss Thanya Sidhu

The last day of term marked the traditional end of term concert, which saw students from 
all year groups working together to create wonderful music. The staff joined in on the fun 
as well, and the audience enjoyed each performance immensely. 

End of Term Concert
Miss Thanya Sidhu

Tyler Chan in year 10 was selected to be in 
the top 6 (out of 19 competitors) to compete 
in the finals of the AIMS Young Musician 
Award at Tenby School Setia Eco Park. Tyler 
performed exceptionally well and was able 
to deliver a highly credible performance 
against competitors who had competed in 
major competitions in Malaysia. Very well 
done, indeed! 

AIMS Young 
Musician 
Award
Mr Victor Kam
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Cooking Activity – MasterChef 
Mrs Wendy Clarke 

Last Tuesday, we had the final session of the 
Term 2 cooking activity, finishing with our 
first ever POWIIS Masterchef Competition.

Our three teams of students were given a 
piece of chicken and a piece of fish and then 
had to plan, cook, and present their final 
dishes. After an initial frantic 15-minute panic 
of selecting ingredients from the selection 

provided for them, the budding Year 11 and 
Year 12 chefs got underway. They had just one 
hour to complete their creations before they 
were judged by Mr Roberts, Mrs Clarke, and 
Chef and his team from Botanica Mansion.

Everyone worked hard and put into practice 
all they had learnt from Chef in the last 
ten weeks. They were judged on taste, 

presentation, team work and cleanliness. 
In the end, there could only be one winning 
team and congratulations go to Yi Haw and 
Henry Lim Lai Lee. 

A massive thank you to Chef and his team from 
Botanica Mansion for running the activity this 
term, and we are all looking forward to the 
next batch of Masterchefs in Term 3. 

Cambridge High 
Achievement Award
Mr DaXin Liu

More than one million students around the 
world sat for the Cambridge examinations 
last year, from countries such as the United 
Kingdom, the United States of America, China, 
India, and Singapore. POWIIS is pleased to 
announce that Teh Hui Min has been awarded 
the High Achievement Award for her results in 

the Cambridge International A-Levels Chinese.
This award is bestowed upon students who 
have achieved outstanding results in subjects 
that are not widely taken, and learners who 
achieve the highest standard marks in the 
country in a particular subject.
Congratulations Hui Min! 
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All Change In the Cafeteria
There were many changes in our lunch provision during the last term, and student reaction has 
been very positive. The segregated ‘Asian’ and ‘Western’ serveries have been replaced with 
two parallel counters from which the customers choose one carbohydrate option (rice, potato, 
pasta), then a choice of one of two protein dishes (one Asian, one Western), and then at least two 
vegetable dishes from which they can select one or more. The result - a balanced and nutritious 
meal. The salad bar has been relocated near the main servery, to encourage additional vegetable 
consumption. Some are remarkably ‘green averse!’

At the same time, servery efficiency has improved dramatically, with both sittings allowing 
more time to sit and enjoy lunch. Here are a few pictures of meals randomly selected leaving 
the servery - they are well balanced, colourful and nourishing. 

This week we welcomed a new chef to POWIIS and we look forward to what Raj adds  
to our menu! 

After the success of organising last year’s Halloween event, the members of our Leo Club have 
gone on to raise RM 6882.00 to assist the students from Life Bridge Learning Centre to help 
with purchasing their education supplies. The LEOs presented the donation to the students, 
and were saddened to hear to the harrowing tales the students had to tell. They spoke about 
survival and hardship amongst poverty, and demonstrated how the human spirit is able to 
triumph against insurmountable odds. A truly inspiring experience, and POWIIS wishes them 
only the best in their future endeavours. 

Leo Club
Mr Darren Lim

The recent Hollywood Ball was a huge 
success and raised over RM1,500 for 
charity. Congratulations to the Year 10 Ball 
committee who initiated and organised this 
very popular event and to everyone involved 
in making it such an enjoyable occasion. 

Hollywood
Ball
Mrs Amanda Stokes
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Over the Easter break, POWIIS hosted another 
successful Penang Round of the World 
Scholar’s Cup from the 14th to the 15th April 
2017. Attended by over 400 scholars from 
across Malaysia, the school was buzzing 
with energy as the scholars competed 
in four academic challenges, namely the 
team debate, team writing challenge, quiz 
challenge, and quiz bowl. We were honoured 
to have the founder of World Scholar’s Cup, 
Mr. Daniel Berdichevsky, as the moderator for 
this round. In spite of the improvement from 
our competitors and a relatively large number 
of new (and very smart) teams of scholars 
this year, POWIIS continues to perform at an 
excellent standard, collecting more than 70 
gold and silver medals. Key achievements for 
the POWIIS World Scholar’s Cup team at the 
Penang Round include:

World Scholar’s Cup Penang Round 2017
Mr Darren Lim 

Important Dates for
May 2017

2nd May to 26th June IGCSE and A Level examinations begin

10th May Wesak Day

19th to 21st May Year 9 DofE Qualifying 

25th May Year 9 Penang Hill School Trip

27th to 31st May Half Term 

Click here for full 
school calendar

JUNIOR
4th place Team Debate, 9th place Top Writing 
Teams - Teh Tze Yi, Cher Yee Xin, Ooi Mei Xin 
(Jennifer)

5th place Overall Team, 8th place Scholar’s 
Bowl, 9th place Top Debate Teams, 9th place 
Top Challenge Teams - Lim Jia Ying, Nicolas 
Binting, Tan Peh Ni

5th place Overall Scholar - Lim Jia Ying

11th place Overall Debate - Nicholas Low 
Kai-Teng

SENIOR
1st place Team Writing, 2nd place Top Debate 
Teams - Logendra Moorthy, Nur Sofiyah 
Rohaizi, Tan Wei Ern

3rd place Overall Scholar - Nur Sofiyah Rohaizi

3rd place Team Challenge - Maxwell Ong 
Chern-Hoc, Goay Wei Gee, Adriel Yap 
Sheng Ti

3rd place Top Debate Teams, 4th place Overall 
Teams, 7th place Scholar’s Bowl - Tang Jiun 
Horng, Sharon Lee Su Yen, Lim Jing Yi

Scholar’s Challenge Top in Subject (Science) 
- Adriel Yap Sheng Ti

We aspire to continue achieving and 
accomplishing our goal of becoming one of 
the region’s strongest teams at the Hanoi 
Global Round in June.
Stronger, better, together! 



Mr John Hewitt
John joins POWIIS as the Head of Economics, 
and has almost 30 years of experience of 
teaching under his belt. He has coached 
rugby and was the Director of Sport and has 
numerous sporting achievements, which 
include being a Division 1 Ulster League tennis 
player and an Irish rugby international player – 
all testaments to his love of sports! John also 
enjoys playing drums in an ‘elderly rock band’, 
and keeping fit. 

Mr Leighton Mark Edwards
Leighton, our new Administrator of Sports 
and Trips, MiC aquatics and Special Projects 
Director, has extensive knowledge, expertise, 
and experience in Trips management and 
teaching Physical Education, Sport, and 
Sports Coaching. Leighton has taught at three 
international schools in Asia over the course 
of 19 years, and is well-versed about the best 
practices and procedures of Risk Assessment, 
as well as Child Protection and Safeguarding 
Training Awareness. 

Mr Martin Clarke
Travelling, scuba diving, and photography 
– these are a few of our new Mathematics 
teacher’s interests. Martin also enjoys 
badminton, squash, and golf and is a self-
professed passionate sportsperson. With 9 
years in the teaching field, he has experience 
in state schools in the United Kingdom as 
well as international schools in Malaysia. He 
is always on the ball, and comes up with new 
collaborative ways to capture the imagination 
and minds of his students. 
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Meet Our NEW People (1/2)

Mr Declan Kearns
Declan joins POWIIS as a teacher of 
Mathematics, and has taught a range 
of year groups over the years. He is an 
advocate of using technology in classrooms 
to enhance teaching, and is committed to 
the highest standard of achievement. He 
is passionate about windsurfing, stand up 
paddleboating, but also immensely enjoys 
reading, travelling, and cooking. 

Miss Emilia De Wolf
Emilia’s teaching was inspired by Sir John 
Jones’ theories on ‘magic weaving’ and 
‘futures thinking’. She joins POWIIS as a 
teacher of History, and hopes to equip her 
students with the skills to become resilient, 
adaptable, and articulate members of the 
future. She enjoys surfing and running, as well 
as travelling the world and experiencing new 
cultures. Her greatest passion, however, is 
her son and their next big family project is to 
travel to the Kingdom of Bhutan! 

Miss Joanna Tang
Joanna dedicates her teaching career to 
developing young people’s interest in the 
sciences, joining POWIIS as a teacher of 
Science. Her patience and her interpersonal 
skills enable her to establish a good 
rapport with her students, and encourage 
a stimulating learning environment for all. 
When she is not playing sports, Joanna 
enjoys knitting, baking, and cooking new 
dishes in her free time, and loves travelling 
to see the world. 



Mr Nicolas Aycirieix
Nicolas is an accomplished IT professional, 
with years of experience as a software 
developer. As a teacher, he has taught video 
game programming, web design, Java and 
Python languages, and ICT skills. Nicolas 
also teaches music, with ukulele, guitar, and 
singing being his specialties! He tries to keep 
up with the latest trends in technology, and is 
always open to new experiences. 

Miss Jiamin Ye 
Jiamin Ye has taught abroad for 7 years, 
and constantly seeks new opportunities to 
better herself. As a creative and energetic 
teacher, Jiamin always strives to relate to her 
students and plan lessons that will engage 
them. She joins POWIIS as a teacher of 
Mandarin, and is passionate about Chinese 
Calligraphy, singing, dancing, and cooking. 
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Meet Our NEW People (2/2)

Mrs Rachel Elizabeth Edwards
Rachel is the newly appointed Deputy 
Principal of Culture and Values, and has had 
years of teaching abroad in international 
schools in Asia. With 18 years of experience 
in FOBISIA schools, Rachel joins POWIIS 
committed and highly motivated about 
school improvement. She is passionate about 
leadership, teaching, learning, and student 
well-being in international schools. 

Miss Rebecca Susanne Lane
Rebecca joins POWIIS as a teacher of English, 
after spending time teaching abroad in the 
United Kingdom, Kuwait, and Qatar. The native 
Australian has experience teaching students 
of all ages, as well as some adult learners. Her 
interests include stand up paddle boarding, 
windsurfing, visiting museums and galleries 
– all very popular recreational activities that 
Penang is known for! 

Miss Sarah Hardman
Passionate about the outdoors and everything 
athletic, Sarah joins POWIIS as Head of Girls’ 
Physical Education. Her previous experiences 
in the military has enabled her to perform 
well both in a team, and independently.
She is both an accomplished teacher and 
coach – with her coaching a slew of different 
sports to students with different abilities – as 
well as having complementary experience 
teaching Geography. 


